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===
This is still work in progress. I only have the chords and some basic bass tab
at the moment, but I m 
on the solo tab and it will be on its way shortly. Please send any comments to
me at the above email address. 
have the proper version in Dm here at the moment which is quite hard. I will
have a transposed version soon also.

Basic TAB Sequence (played mainly by bass)
===
I don t have a bass guitar and play the whole thing on the bottom string of an
electric. Sounds okay to 
Words to first verse are given, but this TAB sequence goes to all verses and
chorus as well.

What notes the strings correspong to:
3:  G
5:  A
6:  Bb
10: D

E----------10-------------------------5---------------------10------------------
---3----
  Took a drive up the coast for the first time, where the cities are few and far
between.

E----------6---------------------------------5-----------------6----------------
-----------5-----3-
  Found redemption, the street signs bearing my name, and direction, the last
thing on my mind.

E--------10---------------------5---------------10----------------3---
  Cuz I fell once again for believing, and in faith, I began to drive.

E-------------6---------------------5----------------6-------------------5------
-----3---------10
  I left my home in search for a feeling, that I d lost, and must have died,
well I must have died.

===
The chord sequence is just basically the minor of each of the notes above,
located above the same words. 
use the first two lines as an example, then the rest is the same:



         Dm                          Am                   Dm                    
Gm
Took a drive up the coast for the first time, where the cities are few and far
between.
         Bbm                               Am             Bbm                   
        Am    Gm
Found redemption, the street signs bearing my name, and direction, the last
thing on my mind.
etc...

===
If i take a long time to produce an easier version (prob. in Em) or take a long
time producing the solo, 
email me and I ll do what I can to get it up quicker.


